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In the present paper, the adsorption thermodynamics of a lattice-gas model which mimics a
nanoporous environment is studied by considering nonadditive interactions between the adsorbed
particles. It is assumed that the energy linking a certain atom with any of its nearest neighbors
strongly depends on the state of occupancy in the first coordination sphere of such an adatom. By
means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in the grand canonical ensemble, adsorption isotherms
and differential heats of adsorption were calculated. Their striking behaviors were analyzed and dis-
cussed in terms of the low temperature phases formed in the system. Finally, the results obtained from
MC simulations were compared with the corresponding ones from Bragg–Williams approximation.
© 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3530788]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the advent of modern techniques for building
single and multiwalled carbon nanotubes1–5 has considerably
encouraged the investigation of the gas–solid interaction (ad-
sorption and transport of simple and polyatomic adsorbates)
in such low-dimensional confining adsorption potentials. The
design of carbon tubules as well as of synthetic zeolites and
aluminophosphates,6, 7 such as AlPO4-5 having narrow chan-
nels, literally provides a way to the experimental realization of
quasi-one-dimensional adsorbents. Many studies on conduc-
tivity, electronic structure, mechanical strength, etc., of car-
bon nanotubes are being currently carried out. However, the
amount of theoretical and experimental works done on the
interaction and thermodynamics of simple gases adsorbed in
nanotubes is still limited.

A problem of considerable importance in adsorption
is that of determining where on the nanotube bundles the
gas molecules adsorb.8–22 From a theoretical point of view,
there are different groups of sites on bundles where the ad-
sorption takes place: (i) the grooves formed between two
adjacent tubes on the bundle surfaces, (ii) the interstitial chan-
nels formed between the tubes, and (iii) the exterior bundle
surface. The access to each group is determined by the size
of the adsorbate, the size of the nanotubes forming the bun-
dle, the presence or absence of blocking compounds, etc. Nu-
merous experimental and theoretical studies8–24 suggest that
the admolecules adsorb along the different groups forming
one-dimensional systems or lines. There also exists strong
evidence of transverse interactions between adjacent lines
leading to the formation of ordered phases in the adlayer at
low temperature.19, 25

In this context, many studies have been performed
on particular geometries and specific adsorbate–substrate
and adsorbate–adsorbate interactions.16, 17,26–29 However, rel-
atively few studies have been undertaken on the general
problem of adsorption at critical regime. The present work
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represents an effort in that direction. Here, a simplified lattice-
gas system is studied by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
The model is an attempt to mimic more general nanoporous
environments. Each nanotube has been represented by a
one-dimensional chain. These chains were arranged in a
triangular cross-sectional structure. We included longitudi-
nal interactions between nearest-neighbor particles adsorbed
along a single channel, w L, and transverse energy between
particles adsorbed across nearest-neighbor channels, wT. De-
pending on the values of wL and wT, different behaviors can be
observed.

Previous works30, 31 have been devoted to the case
of purely additive (pairwise) interactions. In those stud-
ies, different thermodynamic properties such as adsorption
isotherms, differential heat of adsorption, and configurational
entropy of the adlayer were analyzed. Later, the study of the
critical behavior of the system was addressed via MC simula-
tion and finite-size scaling.32–35

One way of introducing more complex adsorbate–
adsorbate interactions is by considering surface restructuring.
In fact, the deviation of an additive behavior appears to be
especially significant in the case of chemisorption where the
valence electrons are either concentrated in forming a single
bond between two isolated atoms or shared among all neigh-
bors which are occasionally occupying sites in the first co-
ordination shell of the central atom.36–40 Among the effects
caused by nonadditive interactions, it is possible to mention
the following:39, 40 (i) the symmetry of particle-vacancy (valid
for additive interactions) is broken and, consequently, the
adsorption thermodynamic quantities (adsorption isotherms,
configurational entropy, differential heat of adsorption, etc.)
are asymmetric with respect to half coverage; (ii) the forma-
tion of “k-mers” (chains of monomers adsorbed on k adjacent
lattice sites) is favored at high coverage; (iii) a rich variety
of ordered structures are observed in the adlayer; and (iv) for
repulsive couplings, first- and second-order phase transitions
occur in the adsorbate at different concentrations.

Nonadditive, adsorbate–adsorbate interactions have been
recognized in several experimental systems, H on Pd(100), O
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on W(110), and H on Fe(110), just to name a few of them.41–47

Another evidence of nonadditivity is the tendency to dimer
formation. This is observed, for example, in adsorption of
Cu and Ni on W(110) for particular coverage values accord-
ing to thermal desorption spectroscopy analysis.48 Adsorp-
tion of H on graphene (by STM studies) is another example
of dimer formation associated with surface restructuring.49

In the case of adsorption of He on carbon nanotubes, dimer
formation has been predicted from studies of diffusion-MC
by using Lennard-Jones potentials.50 There also exists ev-
idence of bundle restructuring (bundle dilation) occurring
in adsorption of H2 in the interstitial channels of nanotube
bundles.51

The consequences of considering non-pairwise (nonaddi-
tive) interactions in the adsorption thermodynamics have been
studied for a long time. In fact, statistical mechanics of ad-
sorbed monolayers has been subject of analytical treatment
by means of mean field37, 38 and quasichemical36 approxima-
tions. In most of the cited papers, the study has been restricted
to some especial cases mainly including attractive interac-
tions. However, the case of repulsive interactions is of interest
mainly because (a) experimental phase diagrams correspond-
ing to many systems in the presence of surface restructuring
is explained in terms of those interactions;52–54 (b) the ten-
dency to dimer formation, which it seems to be relevant in
several systems mentioned above, can be predicted on the ba-
sis of such kind of coupling; and (c) a rich variety of non-
symmetrical phase diagrams (around half coverage) can be
described.

In this context, the main aims of the present work are (i)
to identify and characterize the most prominent features of
the effect of nonadditive repulsive interaction on the thermo-
dynamic quantities describing the adsorption phenomenon on
a model of nanopores; (ii) to draw general conclusions on the
effect of nonadditive interactions on adsorption; (c) to ana-
lyze the results of the simplest theoretical approach, that is,
the Bragg–Williams approximation (BWA);37, 38 and (iii) to
provide the basis for the evaluation of experimental findings
where the nonadditivity is present.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the
lattice-gas model including nonadditive interactions between
adatoms is described. Section III presents the BWA for this
model. Section IV shows the results for the adsorption ther-
modynamics from MC simulations and the comparison with
BWA data. Finally, in Sec. V the conclusions and future per-
spectives are given.

II. MODEL AND BASIC DEFINITIONS

Based on the scheme of a lattice-gas model,55 an ideal-
ized substrate formed by one-dimensional chains with L ad-
sorptive sites is considered.30–32 These chains were arranged
in a triangular structure of size R × R and periodic boundary
conditions in all directions.30–35 So, a three-dimensional array
totaling M = L × R × R sites of adsorption is formed, where
each site is surrounded by two “axial” sites along the chains
and six “transverse” sites belonging to the nearest-neighbor
unit cells (see Fig. 1). In order to mimic a nanoporous environ-
ment, it seems to be more realistic to consider free boundary

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the system. Black and white circles cor-
respond to occupied and empty sites, respectively. Dashed (dotted) thick lines
represent longitudinal (transverse) lateral interactions.

conditions in the plane R × R. In this sense, it has been proved
(this study is not included here for the sake of simplicity)
that for the R values of the order of 48 or greater (in the
present paper the size R has been set at 60), the equilibrium
states of the system do not depend appreciably on the type
of boundary conditions used. However, the equilibration time
diminishes significantly as periodic boundary conditions are
used.

Under these conditions, the Hamiltonian for N monomers
adsorbed on M sites can be written as

H =
∑

〈(i, j,k);(i ′, j ′,k)〉T

w T
i, j,i ′, j ′ci, j,kci ′, j ′,k

+
∑

〈(i, j,k);(i, j,k ′)〉L

w L
k,kci, j,kci, j,k ′ − ε

∑
(i, j,k)

ci, j,k, (1)

where ci,j,k is the local occupation variable which takes
the value 1 (0) if the site (i,j,k) is occupied (empty).
w T

i, j,i ′, j ′ ≡ w T is the interaction energy between particles
on nearest-neighbor transverse sites, while w L

k,k ′ ≡ w L is
the interaction energy between adjacent occupied axial sites.
〈(i, j, k); (i ′, j ′, k)〉T (〈(i, j, k); (i, j, k ′)〉L ) represents pairs of
nearest-neighbor transverse (axial) sites and ε corresponds
to the interaction energy of a given particle with the sub-
strate (throughout the present paper ε is considered equal to
zero without lose of generality). The lateral interaction en-
ergies, wT and wL, are assumed to depend30–35 on the occu-
pational states of the surrounding of a given site (i,j,k). The
simplest nonadditive dependence for the interaction energy
for a given atom and any of its nearest neighbors is to as-
sume that it varies linearly with the number m of them.36–38

Thus, we have different values for the transverse energies
w T {w T

1 , w T
2 , . . ., w T

6 } and for the axial energies w L{w L
1 , w L

2 },
depending on how many first neighbors are actually present in
the vicinity of a given atom. Following Ref. 38, we define two
nonadditive parameters for the axial and transverse sites sep-
arately. The axial nonadditive parameter PLw L

1 /w L
2 and the
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transversePT = w T
1 /w T

6 are a measure of the ratio between
the strongest and weakest bonds:

w L(T )
m

w L(T )
= PL(T )γL(T ) − 1

γL(T ) − 1
− m

PL(T ) − 1

γL(T ) − 1
, (2)

where γL = 2 and γT = 6. When PL(T) = 1, the additive case
is recovered.36–40

The adsorption process is simulated through MC sim-
ulations in the grand canonical ensemble.56–58 We consider
the system in contact with an ideal gas at temperature T and
chemical potential μ.39, 40 The array as well as the adsorbate
are inert upon adsorption. We use the Metropolis scheme59

to satisfy the principle of detailed balance. A Monte Carlo
step (MCs) is achieved when M sites have been tested to
change its occupancy state. The thermodynamic equilibrium
was achieved after 105–106 MCs, and then the averages were
taken over 105–106 MCs.

Thermodynamic quantities were calculated as follows:55

θ (μ) = 〈N 〉
M

= 1

M

∑
(i, j,k)

〈
ci, j,k

〉
(mean coverage),

u = 〈H〉 − μ 〈N 〉
M

(mean energy per site),

qd = −∂u

∂θ
(differential heat of adsorption),

where 〈· · ·〉 denotes the time average over a given number of
MCs.

III. BRAGG–WILLIAMS APROXIMATION

In this section, BWA (Refs. 60 and 61) is used for non-
additive interactions.36–38 The canonical partition function
Q(M,N,T,PL,PT) for N particles adsorbed on an array of M
sites at temperature T and nonadditive lateral interactions
is39, 40

Q(N , M, PL , PT , T ) = M!

N ! (M − N )!

× exp−βUBWA(N ,M,PL ,PT ), (3)

where UBWA(N , M, PL , PT ) is the mean energy for a sys-
tem of N particles randomly distributed on M sites, which
includes the nonadditive contributions. Now, the energy per
site, uBWA, can be defined in terms of the intensive variable
θ (≡N/M):

uBWA(θ, PL , PT ) = UBWA(N , M, PL , PT )

M

= θ

2

γT∑
m=0

mw T
m pT,m + θ

2

γL∑
n=0

nw L
n pL ,n. (4)

The first (second) term corresponds to transverse (axial) sites.
The factor 1/2 is included because each bond is counted twice.
Here, PT ,m (pL,n) is the probability of finding a particle with
m (n) first neighbors occupied, and it can be expressed as a

function of the mean coverage θ :

pT,m =
(

γT

m

)
θm (1 − θ )γT −m ,

pL ,n =
(

γL

n

)
θn (1 − θ)γL−n . (5)

The combinatorial number corresponds to the degeneracy of
the configuration sphere36, 37 and m (n) runs between 0 and
6 (2). Then Eq. (4) becomes

uBWA(θ, PL , PT ) = θ

2

γT∑
m=0

mw T
m

(
γT

m

)
θm (1 − θ )γT −m

+ θ

2

γL∑
n=0

nw L
n

(
γL

n

)
θn (1 − θ )γL −n . (6)

By including Eq. (2) in Eq. (6) and after some mathematical
manipulations, it results in

uBWA (θ, PL , PT ) = γT w T

2
[PT θ2 + (1 − PT ) θ3]

+ γLw L

2
[PLθ2 + (1 − PL ) θ3]. (7)

Then, the Helmholtz free energy per site, f, being
β f = − (1/M) ln Q, can be written as60, 61

β f (θ, T, PL , PT ) = θ ln θ − (1 − θ ) ln (1 − θ )

+ βγT w T

2
[PT θ2 + (1 − PT ) θ3]

+ βγLw L

2
[PLθ2 + (1 − PL ) θ3]. (8)

Finally, the adsorption isotherm can be expressed as60

βμ = −
[
∂ (β f )

∂θ

]
T

= ln

[
θ

1 − θ

]

+ βγT w T

2
[2PT θ + 3 (1 − PT ) θ2]

+ βγLw L

2
[2PLθ + 3 (1 − PL ) θ2]. (9)

Note that whether PL = PT = 1.0, γL = 2, and γT = 6,
Eqs. (7)–(9) recover the additive form given in Ref. 33. On
the other hand, by taking wL = 0, Eqs. (7)–(9) correspond
to the expressions published by Milchev and Paunov37 for a
two-dimensional system.

IV. RESULTS

MC simulations have been performed in a lattice of size L
= 96 and R = 60. Repulsive interactions have been considered
for all the cases studied (for simplicity, we take wT = wL = w
= 1).

Case I : PT = 1.0, PL �= 1.0,

Case II : PT �= 1.0, PL = 1.0,

Case III : PT �= 1.0, PL �= 1.0.
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FIG. 2. Adsorption isotherms for PT = 1.0 and PL = 0.7 and several values
of temperature.

Case I is analyzed in Figs. 2 and 3. In the former, adsorp-
tion isotherms are shown for PT = 1.0, PL = 0.7, and different
values of w/kBT as indicated. As it is expected, the isotherms
recover the Langmuir case (lattice-gas without lateral interac-
tions) in the high temperature regime.

For low temperature (lower than the critical one) the same
three plateaus as in the additive case are observed.31 The
plateaus, at coverage θ = 1/3 and θ = 2/3, correspond to
the formation of the well-known (

√
3 × √

3) and (
√

3 × √
3)*

ordered phases in the planes, respectively. In addition, given
that wL > 0, particles avoiding configurations with nearest-
neighbor axial interactions develop a structure of alternating
particles along the channels (each successive plane is obtained
from the previous one under simultaneous inversion of all the
occupational values). The plateau at θ = 1/2 correspond to a
partially ordered structure, where each particle is surrounded
by two nearest neighbors in the transverse direction (same
plane).

In this framework, the presence of nonadditive interac-
tions along the channels, particularly the case PL < 1, priv-
ileges the coupling of particles surrounded by one nearest
neighbor [w L

2 < w L
2 , see Eq. (2)], favoring the formation of

dimers in the axial direction. Consequently, the (
√

3 × √
3)*

ordered phase is reinforced (the plateau at θ = 2/3 is wider
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FIG. 3. (a) Adsorption isotherms for w/kBT = 10.0, PT = 1.0, and several
values of PL as indicated. (b) Energy per site, u, vs coverage for the same
values of PL and PT. The solid lines are a guide to the eyes. The inset shows
the corresponding curves of the differential heat of adsorption, qd.

than the corresponding one at θ = 1/3), and the symmetry of
particle-vacancy with respect to θ = 1/2 is broken.

In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, adsorption isotherms
and energy of adsorption per site are presented for w/kBT
= 10, PT = 1.0, and several values of PL. From a simple
inspection of the figure, different adsorption regimes are ob-
served. In the range of coverage between 0 < θ ≤ 1/3, the
lattice sites are filled until the (

√
3 × √

3) structure is formed.
Upon increasing the surface coverage, a plateau is observed
at θ = 1/2 as it was previously described31 for PL = 1.0. This
plateau, due to particles avoiding configurations with nearest-
neighbor axial interactions, develops a structure of alternating
particles along the channels. This effect is reinforced for PL

> 1.0 because w L
2 increases with respect to w L

2 . On the con-
trary, as it was discussed above, if PL < 1.0 (and w L

2 decreases
with respect to w L

2 ) the particles interact in such a way that the
formation of dimers along the channels is favored and conse-
quently the plateau at θ = 1/2 tends to disappear. Thus, at PL

= 0.2, this plateau is completely absent.
The previous arguments justify the existence of a plateau

at θ = 2/3, which becomes broader as PL decreases. In
this case, there is one axial interaction per particle in the
(
√

3 × √
3)* structure (w L

1 < w L
2 for PL < 1.0), and the filling

of the channels consists of pairs of particles separated by one

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Schematic representations of the adlayer for PT = 1 and PL < 1. (a) At coverage θ = 1/3, the (
√

3 × √
3) ordered phase is formed in each plane and

successive planes are formed avoiding longitudinal interactions. (b) At coverage θ = 2/3, the (
√

3 × √
3)* ordered phase is formed in each plane. The dotted

segments indicate the “dimerlike” structure along the channels.
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FIG. 5. (a) Adsorption isotherms for w/kBT = 10.0, PL = 1.0, and several
values of PT as indicated. Inset (i) shows the dependence of w T

m on PT. In
inset (ii), the adsorption isotherm at the lowest temperature considered here,
w/kBT = 20.0, is shown. It is possible to identify the different plateaus at
θ = 1/3, 2/5, 2/3, 3/4, and 6/7. (b) Energy per site vs coverage. The curves
correspond to the same cases showed in part (a) (the solid lines are a guide to
the eyes). The inset shows the differential heat of adsorption, qd.

empty site (dimerlike structure). Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show
the structures formed in this case. For PL > 1.0 (and θ = 2/3)
the situation is quite different: there are two axial interactions
per particle, and the (

√
3 × √

3)* structure propagates in all
planes. This configuration has no effect on the plateaus, and
there is no appreciable difference with the additive case (PL

= 1).
The plateaus in the adsorption isotherms, which are

clearly associated with different structural rearrangements of
the adsorbed particles, are accompanied by characteristic sig-
nals in the energy of adsorption and the differential heat of

adsorption. In fact, a plateau in the isotherms appears as both
a change in the slope of the energy of adsorption and a step in
the differential heat of adsorption. This behavior is shown in
part (b) of Fig. 3 and its corresponding inset, confirming the
discussion of part (a).

For Case II, the adsorption isotherms at w/kBT = 10.0 are
presented in part (b) of Fig. 5, where three plateaus at the crit-
ical densities θ = 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 are shown. Different situa-
tions can be considered according to the value of PT. Namely,
for PT > 1, w T

l is larger than w T
m (m = 2,. . . ,6) [see inset (i)

in Fig. 5(a)]. Consequently, the particles avoid to be coupled
in the plane, and while the plateaus at θ = 1/2 and θ = 2/3
diminish, the width of the plateau at θ = 1/3 is increased. For
the extreme values of PT (PT ≥ 2), the plateaus at θ = 1/2 and
θ = 2/3 disappear and the isotherms exhibit discontinuities,
i.e., jumps in the surface coverage, from θ = 1/3 (θ = 1/2)
to θ = 1/2 (full coverage), which could be an indication of
a first-order phase transition. The system prefers condensate
instead of any sequential filling.

On the contrary, for PT < 1, w T
l is smaller than w T

m
(m = 2,. . . ,6) [see inset (i) in Fig. 5(a)], and the plateaus at θ

= 1/2 and θ = 2/3 are reinforced while the plateau at θ = 1/3
diminishes. In the limit of PT = 0.2, the (

√
3 × √

3) ordered
phase tends to disappear. The isotherm for w/kBT = 20.0 and
PT = 0.2 is shown in inset (ii) of Fig. 5(a). Three new plateaus
at θ = 2/5, 3/4, and 6/7 can be identified. In order to clarify
the situation, each plateau has been labeled with a number in
the rising order of appearance from 1 to 6. The additional or-
dered structures that appear in the transverse planes are shown
in Fig. 6. The behavior of the curves and the corresponding
structures have already been reported in Ref. 40 for a two-
dimensional system. This finding is not surprising, because
the only effect of the longitudinal repulsive interactions is to

FIG. 6. Typical snapshots of a transverse plane showing the various low temperature ordered structures for PT = 1 and PL = 0.2. (a) θ = 1/3, (b) θ = 2/5,
(c) θ = 1/2, (d) θ = 2/3, (e) θ = 3/4, and (f) θ = 6/7. The longitudinal order (if any) is explained in the text.
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FIG. 7. (a) Adsorption isotherms for w/kBT = 10.0, PL = 0.4, and sev-
eral values of PT as indicated. In the inset, the case of w/kBT = 10.0, PT

= 0.2, and different values of PL as indicated is shown. (b) Energy per
site, u, vs coverage for the same values of nonadditivity as in part (a). The
solid lines are a guide to the eyes. The inset shows the differential heat of
adsorption, qd.

avoid the formation of occupied–occupied pairs of sites along
the channels.

In Fig. 5(b), the energy per site and the differential heat
of adsorption are plotted in the main framework and in the
inset, respectively. Both quantities support the observations
already obtained from the isotherms. Again, the breaking of
the vacancy-particle symmetry is observed in the shape of all
curves (PT > 1 and PT < 1).

In order to complete the analysis, in Case III we have con-
sidered the simultaneous effect of nonadditivity in both longi-
tudinal and transverse directions. The behavior of the system
can be understood as a combination of the first two cases.

The adsorption isotherms for w/kBT = 10.0, PL = 0.4,
and several values of PT are shown in Fig. 7(a). The figure
shows four plateaus at θ = 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, and 3/4, respectively.
These plateaus correspond to the ordered structures identified
in Case II (the plateaus at θ = 2/5 and θ = 6/7 are not present
for w/kBT = 10.0). At PT = 1.6, the plateaus are narrow at
θ = 1/2 and θ = 2/3, and an abrupt jump from θ = 2/3 to full
coverage is observed. In the inset of Fig. 7(a), the isotherms
for w/kBT = 10.0, PT = 0.2, and different values of PL are
shown. In the case of PL > 1.0, it is possible to observe
plateaus at θ = 3/4 and θ = 6/7, which were already observed
in Case II. Here, the main influence of the longitudinal param-
eter is to weaken (strengthen) the ordered structure at θ = 1/2
(θ = 2/3) for PL < 1 (PL > 1). In Fig. 7(b), the energy per site
and the differential heat are shown.

Now, we shall compare the MC simulation data with
BWA results. Figures. 8(a) and 8(b) show the isotherms for
MC simulations (symbols) and the theoretical approximation
(lines). BWA does not predict any plateaus. For PT = 2.0
[Fig. 8(b)], the theoretical approach presents a typical van der
Waals loop in agreement with the jump in the MC results.
The approximation predicts the condensation similar to what
happens in the first-order phase transition.
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FIG. 8. Comparison between the results from MC (symbols) and
BWA (lines). Adsorption isotherms at w/kBT = 10.0 for (a) Case I and
(b) Case II.

In order to quantify the difference between simu-
lation and theoretical results, the absolute error, ER(θ ),
is defined as33

ER (θ ) = |βμBWA (θ ) − βμMC (θ )| , (10)

where μBWA (μMC) is the chemical potential obtained from
BWA (MC simulations) for a fixed value of θ . The errors are
shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). As can be seen, BWA represents
better simulation for the range of coverage between 1/3 and
2/3. For studying the errors in the complete range of coverage,
we can define the integral error, EI, as

EI =
∫ 1

0
ER (θ ) dθ. (11)

The integral errors are shown in the insets of Fig. 9. For this
analysis, the minima errors are found for the values of PL and
PT close to the additive case. Finally, one can expect that this
degree of approximation (BWA) improves to higher temper-
atures in all cases. The explanation of this effect is simple:
the main assumption of BWA says that the configurational
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FIG. 9. Absolute error (in kBT units), ER, vs surface coverage for the ad-
sorption isotherms at w/kBT = 10.0 corresponding to (a) Case I and (b) Case
II. The insets show the integral errors, EI, vs the corresponding nonadditive
parameter.
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degeneracy and the average nearest-neighbor interaction en-
ergy are treated as though the molecules were distributed ran-
domly among the sites. In other words, all configurations of
N particles on M sites have the same weight as they would
have w/kBT = 0 (or T → ∞). This is obviously an incorrect
procedure when an ordered structure is formed on the surface.

To conclude, it is important to note that the critical be-
havior (ordered phases and nature of the phase transitions)
observed in the present study would remain the same for sys-
tems with L → ∞ and R in the order of 48 or greater. For
smaller R (and free boundary conditions), different structures
are expected to appear in the adlayer, depending on each par-
ticular value of R. A detailed discussion on this point is out of
the scope of this paper and will be the object of future work.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, the main adsorption properties of a
system of monomers on a low-dimensional system, consider-
ing nonadditive interactions between particles have been ad-
dressed. The study was carried out through MC simulations in
the grand canonical ensemble and BWA. A lattice-gas model
was used for describing the system where each nanotube or
unit cell was represented by a one-dimensional array. These
channels were arranged in a triangular cross-sectional struc-
ture. We introduced the nonadditivity independently for the
longitudinal and transverse directions via two parameters, PL

and PT, respectively. Depending on the values of those param-
eters, different behaviors in adsorption isotherms, energy per
site, and differential heat of adsorption were found:

1. For the so named Case I, where only longitudinal non-
additive interaction was considered, we found the for-
mation of ordered phases in the transverse planes. For
PL < 1.0, the longitudinal interactions reinforce the
(
√

3 × √
3)* ordered phase at the expense of a weak-

ening of the plateau at θ = 1/2. For PL > 1, the situation
is the opposite. It is possible to think these findings to
be a consequence of the dimer formation in the longitu-
dinal directions, which is a direct effect of the presence
of nonadditive interactions. In fact, the (

√
3 × √

3)* or-
dered phase is reinforced (the plateau at θ = 2/3 is wider
than the corresponding one at θ = 1/3). The break-
ing of the particle-vacancy symmetry with respect to
θ = 1/2 and the continuous feature of the phase tran-
sitions involved in the process are evident. There are no
new phases as compared with the additive case.

2. When only transverse nonadditive interactions were
considered (Case II), a rich variety of low temperature
ordered phases are observed in the system. In this case,
new ordered phases appear as compared with the ad-
ditive case, and by depending on the values of PT, ei-
ther the system goes through a continuous phase transi-
tion or the isotherms exhibit discontinuities which could
be interpreted as a first-order phase transition. Here,
the formation of dimers occurs in the transverse planes,
which, as in Case I, is a direct effect of the presence
of nonadditive interactions. Again, the broken of the

vacancy-particle symmetry is observed in the shape of
all curves (PT > 1 and PT < 1).

3. If we consider nonadditivity in both directions
(Case III), the situation can be described as a combina-
tion of the previously analyzed cases.

4. The analytical approach does not reproduce the simula-
tion results for high values of lateral interactions. How-
ever, at PT > 1.0 (PL = 1), the approximation presents
a van der Waals loop, in agreement with the jump in the
MC results. The errors show that BWA performs better
for values of the nonadditive parameters close to unity.
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